
	  
	  
	  

BETINA HOLTE TO SPEAK AT F.I.T.  
“FACES AND PLACES IN FASHION” LECTURE SERIES 

 
February 16, 2016 – New York, NY:  Danish-American designer Betina Holte has been 
invited to speak at the Fashion Institute of Technology (FIT) as part of the prestigious Faces and 
Places in Fashion lecture series. Past speakers include Yigal Azrouel, Garance Dore, Andrew 
Rosen, Calvin Klein and Simon Doonan. 
 
“We are very excited to have Betina join us for this lecture series,” said Joshua Williams, Adjunct 
Professor at FIT, and Fashion Chair at Berkeley College.  “After hearing Betina’s story, I’m 
convinced that our students will find her journey to launching her eponymous label both 
inspirational and motivational.” 
 
Holte’s Punk Luxe aesthetic and unconventional approach to launching her brand will be some of 
the topics of her lecture. Her unorthodox journey from model, to designer at Zac Posen and 
finally to founding her own brand illustrates the fashion industry’s changing landscape and the 
creativity and outsider thinking required for today’s emerging designers. 
 
“I’m honored that FIT has invited me to address their students,” said Betina Holte, Co-Founder & 
Chief Creative Officer, BETINA HOLTE.  “I was so fortunate to be surrounded by great teachers 
and mentors who helped me along the way.  So if I can somehow help these students in their own 
personal journeys, I’m thrilled.” 
 
The Faces and Places in Fashion lecture series provides an opportunity for students, as well as 
the general public, to connect with the pulse of the fashion industry and is a forum for prominent 
fashion professionals to discuss their trade, experience and perspective on the business. 
 



Betina Holte will address students on February 22, 2016.  The series is open to the 
general public and is held from 4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. in the Katie Murphy Amphitheater 
(corner of 27th Street and 7th Avenue).   
 
 
ABOUT BETINA HOLTE 
We are a small, independent company started by three fashion outsiders. Our aim is to create 
beautifully designed and lovingly sewn clothes that you will cherish and wear for many years.  
 
At BETINA HOLTE we believe in slow fashion. We follow our bliss not trends, not seasons. We 
believe in the power of teams and we believe in the power of magical thinking. 
 
Our collection is made in NYC at some of the city's best sewing studios and we honor the 
craftspeople at every stage of the production process. Our fabrics are carefully considered to be 
soft, to become more beautiful with age and to contain natural fibers that are sourced with 
integrity.  
 
We want women to feel empowered when wearing BETINA HOLTE, to make it their own and then 
to go out into the world and break all the rules! This is Alternative Luxury. 
 
Betina will share stories about her life, loves and the making of the brand through a variety of 
social channels, such as Instagram, Facebook and B-Post her newsletter.  Follow BETINA HOLTE 
on Facebook www.Facebook.com/BetinaHolte2014, Instagram @BetinaHolte and at 
betinaholte.com. 
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Contact: 
Denise Arab 
Co-Founder, BETINA HOLTE 
514.451.0974 
denise@betinaholte.com 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


